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ACTUAL ACCIDENT SITE

VEHICLE ACCESS CONTROL GATE
Number of accidents and broken 
gate bars is on the rise! 

DANGER ZONE

UTSMIS
No.

Agriculture Main Gate

Agri
South
Gate

Earthquake
Main Gate

Earthquake 
North Gate

08025S

16146F A student was cycling 
downhill and slipped on the wet 
road. He hit the right side of his 
body heavily when he was 
thrown off his bicycle.

11172F Not noticing the speed 
bump at night, fell over and 
smashed the left hand, almost 
removing a fingernail completely. 
17 days before fully recovery.
10052F Crashed into a pedestrian 
who was not seen due to fencing 
around a construction site without 
reducing speed. The pedestrian got 
bruises and scratches on the left 
arm.

Tried to go over a bump when in a 
hurry and fell, severely hitting a knee.

0926J While cycling downhill in a light rain, 
skidded and fell over. Required treatment for 
internal bleeding under the right knee cap 
and damaged ligament. 2 weeks for recovery.
14155F Fell over when the rear tire drifted 
on applying the brakes in the rain, requiring 
stitches on the chin. 

13018Nd Tried to enter an opened exit after a car had come out but 
ended up ramming the bicycle into the bar that had descended and 
breaking the bar.
08025S Collided with a car entering the campus and fell over ending 
with a cut right ear. Taken to hospital by ambulance due to bleeding.10037J Lost balance while turning on 

a corner of a narrow sloping path and 
fell over. Required 7 stitches to the 
right ankle and 5 days recuperation.

SHOP

When a staff was checking the air pressure of a 
rear tire, the bicycle was moved forward causing 
the staff's left hand to be caught between the 
tire and the mudguard. Required 5 stitches.

10052F

11172F

14155F08157F

0926J

13018Nd

12045F

16046F

10037J
10057H
15259F

When a student overtook 
another bicycle, the other 
cyclist lost their balance and 
her rear wheel ended up 
coming into contact with 
their basket. The other 
person fell and ended up 
injuring their right hand 
requiring treatment. She 
was later sued for liability 
and treatment costs for 
approximately JPY 
2,500,000 and entered 
compensation negotiations 
through liability insurance.

16133F A student fell down when she was cycling near the gates 
at night an road up onto the end stones which she did 
not notice. She needed about 4 weeks to recover from 
the fractured top of the humerus of her right shoulder.

16278J

Many head-on crashes on this narrow, sloping S-curve path. 
Pay attention to the road ahead and speed down!
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On making a right turn, a professor who was in 
a hurry grounded a pedal making him lose 
balance and fall over. Slight abrasion to the 
right knee and dislocated the right shoulder.

SHOP

SHOPPeople can pop out from any of the many corners!
You can easily gain excess speed and lose control going downhill.

Be careful at this small gate and avoid 
colliding into unware passersby!

A door of a stationary taxi suddenly 
opened as a student was trying to pass it. 
This led to a crash and the student 
falling over, hitting the head and thighs.

Slipped and fell having mis-controlled 
the handle bars of a foldable bicycle. 
Injured the ligament of the right ankle.

Skidded and fell over on a wet pavement in 
the rain. Injured the right elbow and knee.

Jumped the lights while speeding and collided 
with a pedestrian on the zebra crossing. The 
pedestrian fell and required 2 weeks recuperation.

Luggage on the rear rack fell out while 
on the move, thus losing balance and 
fell over resulting in a broken left arm.

09117J Lost balance while avoiding 
an oncoming car and crashed into a 
wall. Transferred to a hospital by 
ambulance with facial contusion 
and broken front teeth.
14084F Tripped over a bump 
caused by a gutter while rushing 
along a sloping path. Injured the 
right knee cruciate ligament.

12044F

14084F
09117J

12147F

14085F

10228F
14150J11110F, 11141M, 11197M, 13064S

14292M
15276F

12186Nd

14292M Slipped and fell while 
turning on an iced-over road, 
scratching the face, dislocating front 
teeth and bruising the knee. 1 day 
recuperation.
15276F A student fell on his face 
when his bicycle slipped on wet 
leaves when he braked while going 
down the slope causing bleeding 
where he scraped his head.

12186Nd Leaving the campus with 
some speed from a downhill ride, an 
assistant professor could not slow down 
in time due to faulty brakes and came 
into contact with a taxi. 
08160F Crashed into the stone gate 
stopper, flipped over the handle bar 
and broke the left leg on landing.
09053F Kicked the front tire on the 
move to check out a strange sound. Toe 
of right foot got caught in the wheel 
and ended up falling. A guard cut the 
spokes to release the foot and called 
the ambulance. 5 stitches to the chin.

12147F Calling out to a friend, a student 
took his eyes off the road and did not notice 
that an oncoming truck was turning right. 
The bicycle came into contact with the rear 
deck of the truck and fell over, resulting in 
contusion to the left shoulder and bleeding 
from 3 fingers.

13126M

11197M While cycling on the pavement, crashed 
into a pedestrian who had just crossed the road. 
The student fell resulting in injury to the left leg, 
waist, both arms and head. 3 days recuperation.

16109M 16284M

16004F
16103M

16192J

A staff fell down when he tried to avoid a car 
suddenly coming out of a side street when he 
was cycling. He required surgery at a hospital 
to fix the fracture of the distal ends of his right 
collarbone. He was off work for 5 days. 

A high number of crashes in front of the gates, 
especially where there are crowded crossings!

16042F

09092F

08160F
09053F

09178J
12095M

A staff was cycling downhill when she 
fell an hit the left side of her head on 
the road and she was transferred to a 
hospital by ambulance. She required 
two stitches to her head.

SHOP

09178J A student tripped on a speed bump while returning home at 
3 am having been drinking in the lab. A friend found him on the 
ground and called an ambulance. He had fractured his skull and 
required 9 days recuperation.
12095M A student inadvertently accelerated while trying to turn on 
the bicycle lights while cycling downhill. The rear brake was broken 
and could not reduce speed sufficiently before hitting a road bump 
and flipped over the handle bar. Taken to hospital by ambulance 
with laceration to the scalp.

A staff was hurrying on a bicycle in the rain. 
She was not looking ahead carefully and hit a 
car or a guard rail when turning right. She fell 
down and cut her face on the bicycle. She went 
to hospital by herself for treatment.
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ACTUAL ACCIDENT SITE

DANGER ZONE

UTSMIS No.

11075J

A faculty had a minor collision 
with a van at a T-junction with 
poor visibility. Though he did not 
fall, he broke his little finger and 
needed 10 stitches to his head.
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This gentle slope is actually quite dangerous with 
many cyclists inadvertently picking up speed!

The Main Gate gets crowded with inconsistent 
pattern in traffic flow. Pedestrians should use the side 
gate as the Main Gate only has enough room for 2 
cars to pass. Don't speed! 

There isn’t enough time 
for safety checks because 
of poor visibility.

11018F

10243S A 10 year old boy going downhill at some 
speed flipped forward on his bicycle when he hit a 
speed bump that he did not notice. He broke his right 
arm and grazed his face requiring 4 weeks to recover.
11018F A student flipped forward on his bicycle having 
lost balance over a speed bump which he did not 
notice. He needed 5 - 6 weeks to recover from a 
broken collar bone and a fractured collar bone.

, 10243S,, 1011

Many bicycles tend to speed too much down the slope. 
Many accidents occur with people not noticing the bumps.

A faculty came into contact with 
a civilian doing warm ups near 
the barriers that he could not 
avoid as he turned a corner.

14052S

Lost balance on wet braille blocks from 
the rain from the previous day. Result -
broken left ankle and abrasion to left knee.

12200F

A pedestrian fell when trying to avoid an 
bicycle in a drizzle. 3 months recuperation 
needed for a broken left wrist.

13100F

Take care and avoid crashing into the many 
people who use this road.

Beware of children at 
the nursery school!

People tend to practice for their 
club activities around this area. 
Be careful of flying objects!
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ACTUAL ACCIDENT SITE

DANGER ZONE

A student was speeding downhill on his 
bicycle at night when he noticed too late 
a dark colored car coming his way. He 
came into contact with the car and was 
thrown into the air and hit his chin, knee 
and shoulder on landing, requiring a day 
off work. The accident happened as he 
was not concentrating since cars rarely 
used that road.

Be aware of the surrounding at junctions and avoid collisions! 
Always be attentive since cars and bicycles can jump out from the corners unexpectedly. 
Some accidents occurred when the attention was on a small animal instead of the road ahead.

Main Gate

Kashiwanoha Pa

TodTT ai-nishi

TodTT aaaii--nishi

TTooTTTT dadaii--mamaee

10181J A student was crossing the road on the green light when a car came out of the campus and turned left without slowing down, 
resulting in a minor collision. She sprained her leg and hip and required 10 days off to recover.
11189Nd A student driving a car was distracted by a small animal when he saw a bicycle hurrying cross the road. He swerved away to avoid
the bicycle, and as a result, hit and damaged the road poles. 
11253F A researcher who was speeding at night crossed the road and was about to join the pavement when he crashed into the curb stone 
which he didn't notice. He landed on his face grazing his forehead, nose (requiring 2 stitches) and upper lips. His bicycle was a write off.
15141J An assistant professor had a head-on collision with another cyclist at 21:00. Both cyclists did not see each other beforehand as the 
faculty's bicycle light was dipped and the other cyclist's light was too weak and was drowned out by the headlights of a car coming from 
behind. Both braked before crashing and had almost stopped but the faculty lost his balance and fell, bruising and grazing his left arm.

A student did not notice the curb 
stone which she hit with her right foot while 
deep in thought. She lost her balance and 
fell bruising and grazing her left hand and 
knee. She also hit her shoulders on the 
ground resulting in a whiplash in her neck.

08059J After coming down a slope, a 
researcher was hit by a car that didn't 
notice the stop sign as the driver was 
distracted by a small animal. He was 
hospitalized for 3 days having hit his 
head and chest. 9 days further 
recuperation was needed at home.
09089J A faculty staff on her way to 
work on a drizzly day side-slipped when 
turning right. She injured her right side 
of the body on crashing to the ground 
and received 4 stitches to her head and 
required 13 days to recover.

07026J A student crossing the junction on the green light was sent flying by a car that came round the corner without slowing down. He lost consciousness for a 
moment after hitting his head and back on the ground. He broke his toes and required 8 days for recuperation. 
14194J A researcher was on his way home in a drizzly evening when the tire slipped on the wet bumpy ground, causing him to flip forward. He didn’t notice the bad 
condition of the road as it was dark outside and the sidewalk was covered with autumn leaves. He injured his left costal cartilage and required 3 weeks to recover.

1km

A student was enjoying the view of the 
pond when the tire slipped in a puddle at 
the curb. As she fell, she hit her coccyx and 
back, causing her to gasp for air as she had 
broken ribs from another fall 3 weeks 
earlier. She cycled 20 min to a hospital. 
Required 24 days off for her fractured 8th 
thoracic spine.

Many accidents occur around 
the ponds during and after rain!

UTSMIS No.
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